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Cybersecurity Talent: The Big Gap in Cyber Protection

There are many dimensions to effective cyber-risk management and protection—
from strategy and operations, to governance and culture—but one of the biggest
problems is simply the lack of talent. Those companies that are able to attract and
retain cybersecurity talent will be much more successful in managing digital risk and
profiting from the digital opportunity.
In our 2017 research with LinkedIn, “The Digital Talent Gap—Are Companies Doing
Enough?” we looked at how the digital talent gap has widened and what needs to
happen for organizations to tackle this critical issue. This latest research builds on
what we learned but focuses on cybersecurity talent, a skill set that is in low supply
and in particularly high demand. We have:
• Surveyed over 1,200 senior executives and front-line employees
• Interviewed key experts, drawn from academia, cybersecurity associations, and
the recruitment sector
• Analyzed social media sentiment of around 8,400 current and former employees
at 53 cybersecurity firms.
The research methodology at the end of the report provides more detail on our
approach. In this report, we offer eight key recommendations for organizations to
address two key priorities.
• Priority One: Stepping up the acquisition of cybersecurity talent
• Priority Two: Improving the retention of cybersecurity talent.
Organizations that can successfully attract and retain the best cybersecurity talent
will be more effective in containing cyber risks and building a
competitive advantage.1

Who are today’s cybersecurity talent?
In our research, we defined cybersecurity talent as those people:
• Who are proficient in cybersecurity
• Who are employed in cybersecurity-related roles
• Are proficient in at least four of the eight soft digital skills that constitute a
“digital-first mindset” and are necessary for a successful digital transformation
(see Appendix).
Employees with these characteristics constitute nearly a third (31%) of those
surveyed. This allows us to compare the responses of cybersecurity professionals
with the sentiments of all employees to identify issues that are specific to the
cybersecurity segment.
The “profile of cybersecurity talent” provides more detail on their defining
characteristics.
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A rare breed: cybersecurity talent
Over half (55%) of companies say that the digital talent gap is widening and cybersecurity skills rank first in both demand and in
talent gap, i.e. the difference between demand and supply (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Cybersecurity has the largest demand as well as the largest gap between demand and supply
Percentage of organizations that acknowledge that demand for a hard digital skill is high in their organization today and
percentage of employees who are proficient in that hard digital skill

61%
42%

41%

Employer: Demand for this digital skill is high in my organization today

61%
40%

60%
39%

User interface
design

Analytics

45%

38%

61%

Innovation
strategy

39%

62%

Master data
management

62%

Big data

64%

Data science

42%

Cloud
computing

Cybersecurity

43%

64%
51%

Mobile
application
design and
development

65%

Web
development

68%

Employee: Proficiency level of skill

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, June–July 2017, N=501 employers; N=753 employees; ranked by employer demand.
*Demand defined as a rating of at least 5 for the statement “Demand for this digital skill is high in my organization today” on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 =
strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree; Proficiency defined as level of skill of at least 5 on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 = least skilled and 7 = highly skilled.

Demand for cybersecurity skills is going to be at the same level for the next five years (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. The demand for cybersecurity is not likely to diminish in the next few years
Percentage of organizations that acknowledge demand for cybersecurity is high in their organization

68%

Today

72%

In the next 2–3 years

69%

In the next 4–5 years

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=501 employers.
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Cybersecurity is in such high demand
and low supply that candidates
sometimes have two, three, or even four
job offers at the same time.”
Kate Shannon
Managing Partner, Heidrick & Struggles
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Priority One: Step up the
acquisition of cybersecurity talent
Based on the research, we believe there are four areas organizations should focus
on to attract cybersecurity talent:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Think outside the box to find cybersecurity talent.
Hunt in areas where cybersecurity talent spend their time.
Create a compelling story around the current leadership and team.
Turn your gaze inwards, as your next cybersecurity talent might already be
working in your company.

Figure 3. How to step up the acquisition of cybersecurity talent

Acquisition of Cybersecurity Talent

Think outside the box to find cybersecurity talent

Hunt in areas where cybersecurity talent
spend their time

Create a compelling story around the current
leadership and team

Turn your gaze inwards, as your next cybersecurity
talent might already be working in your company
Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute Analysis.
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Think outside the box to find
cybersecurity talent
Organizations should look beyond their traditional recruiting models to hire
cybersecurity professionals. A few organizations are looking at networking
platforms and conferences such as RSA and Black Hat to source talented
professionals and are hiring from outside their sector.2 Recorded Future, a
cybersecurity startup, has successfully recruited from the ranks of military and
government alumni.3 There is also a growing body of research on the benefits
of recruiting neurodiverse candidates into cybersecurity, such as individuals
on the autism spectrum. Autistic people are often analytical, detail-oriented,
honest, and respectful of rules, skills that are ideal for cybersecurity. Auticon, a
UK-based information and communication technology firm only employs autistic
professionals with many working in cybersecurity roles and firms like Microsoft,
SAP, and Freddie Mac have pilot programs in place for hiring people with autism to
fill IT roles.4;5

Cybersecurity skills are very
specialized. You cannot just
expect these skills to be
developed in a large company
without some new talent
coming on board. Companies
need to recruit new talent
and also train the rest of
their teams.”
Tuck Rickards
Managing Director,
Russell Reynolds

Organizations could also use a bug bounty program to develop a talent pipeline.
Bug bounties are a way of rewarding individuals for reporting security bugs and
organizations could turn this into a recruitment tool. Tech firms such as Apple,
Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Intel, and companies outside the industry also
use bug bounty programs. Google has paid more than USD 100,000 to a single
researcher as a part of its Android Security Rewards program.6 Statistics from
Bugcrowd, a platform for bug bounty programs, estimates that the average payout
for a critical vulnerability is USD 1,776 and total payouts have been more than
USD 6 million.7 More than 500 bug bounty programs are available currently, with
companies offering rewards, gifts or acknowledgement.8 These programs can offer
a pool of “ethical hackers” for organizations to find and hire cybersecurity talent
who already understand the security landscape of the firms.
Organizations should also think ahead to help build their talent pipeline. As Michel
Cukier, the director for the Advanced Cybersecurity Experience for Students—
an undergraduate program at the University of Maryland—says: “What is really
important for companies is to provide internships even at the freshman levels. It’s
not just about the junior and senior level, when a company can make an offer. They
need to identify early if they want to build a strong relationship with cybersecurity
students, especially given how in-demand these students are.” Jessa Gramenz,
Director of Communications at National Cybersecurity Student Association
advocates that organizations need to be flexible with whom they recruit. She says:
“The cybersecurity field is constantly changing. New programs are being developed
at universities all the time. So, it is important for organizations to look for talent who
are adaptable and can fit more than a single job description.”
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Profile of cybersecurity talent
India and the US have the largest cybersecurity
talent pool

Insurance has the highest proportion of
cybersecurity talent followed by Banking and
Consumer Products

Cybersecurity talent by geography

Cybersecurity talent by industry
16%
13%

13%

12%

11%

Utilities
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Netherlands
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6%
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8%

Sweden

9%

Spain

10%

Italy

11%

Telecom

18%
12%

Germany

United
Kingdom

United
States

India

13%

Automotive

16%

France

16%

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230 cybersecurity talent employees.

Cybersecurity talent want to choose their training
I would like to have the flexibility
to choose my own training
programs and training calendar

80%

65%

Cybersecurity talent

All employees

@

I prefer learning through a massive open
online course (MOOC) than my
organization’s training programs

66%

52%

Cybersecurity talent

All employees

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230 cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.

Top five preferences of cybersecurity talent while switching jobs
• A flexible work-life balance (83%)
• Open and collaborative physical work space (82%)
• Flat hierarchy and accessible management (82%)

• Opportunities to engage with the local community (82%)
• A clear career development path (81%)

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230 cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.

Top five POSITIVE
factors cited by c ybersecurity
professionals about why they
join or stay with an
organization on social media
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Compensation/benefits
Culture
Technology
Career development
Collaborative work
environment and
learning and development

Source: Capgemini Social Media Analysis; January 2018, N=53 cybersecurity organizations, 8,400 employees.
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Top five NEGATIVE
factors cited by cybersecurity
professionals about why they are
not satisfied with or leave their
organization on social media
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Career progression
Infrastructure
Job security
Work-life balance
Communication

Hunt in areas where cybersecurity
talent spend their time
Gen Y and Gen Z talent are looking to join organizations that apply an innovative
lens to recruiting. In our survey, 82% of Gen Y and Gen Z cybersecurity professionals
(and 78% of all cybersecurity employees) agree with the statement: “I am more
willing to engage with firms that use innovative approaches for recruiting or hiring
digital talent.” This drops to 57% for all employees (see Figure 4).

82%
Percentage of Gen Y
and Gen Z cybersecurity
professionals willing to
engage with firms
that use innovative
approaches for hiring

Figure 4. Every four in five cybersecurity employees want to join a firm that
uses innovative hiring practices
Percentage of employees preferring a firm which uses innovative approaches
for hiring
I am more willing to engage with firms that use innovative approaches for recruiting
or hiring digital talent

82%

Gen Y and Gen Z
c ybersecurity talent

78%

Cybersecurity talent

57%

All employees

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230
cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.

Organizations are beginning to realize the importance of reaching out to a
millennial, mobile audience through their platform of choice. For example, Debut,
a career app for students and graduates in the UK, brings students and large
organizations together in one place. Tesla, Deutsche Bank, and L’Oreal are among
the organizations that are using the platform for targeted communications to
potential candidates.9
Gamification also provides unique, engaging methods to attract the younger
workforce and many leading organizations have incorporated it into their
hiring strategy:
• Cyber Security Challenge UK, a non-profit organization conducts yearly gaming
competitions to recruit cybersecurity talent. The rewards for winners range from
prizes to job opportunities.10
• Marriott International has deployed a recruiting game that is specifically targeted
at millennial employees.11
• L’Oreal uses a game called Brandstorm to attract bright undergraduates.12
• Unilever has added game-based assessments to its hiring process to attract
millennial candidates and project itself as an innovative employer.13
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Gamification holds particular relevance for cybersecurity talent. It allows
potential candidates to undertake a series of simulation activities and assess
their ability to mitigate cybersecurity issues in real time. Our survey findings
corroborated this view. Fifty-nine percent of employers we surveyed say that they
acquire external talent by hosting competitions on online platforms like Kaggle and
TopCoder. Eighty-two percent of those organizations employing this method said
it was effective. And the majority (58%) of employers we surveyed say that they
acquire external talent by hosting hackathons to identify the best
digital talent (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Three out of every five organizations host competitions and
hackathons to acquire talent and the majority of organizations find these
approaches effective
Percentage of organizations using the following approaches
Acquire talent
by hosting
competitions on
online platforms
like Kaggle,
TopCoder

18%
59%

41%
82%

18%
Host hackathons
to identify the
best digital talent

58%

Organizations using the approach

42%
82%

Organizations that find
this approach effective

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, June–July 2017, N=501 employers.

ISACA, an association focused on IT governance, developed a new toolset that
provides a live platform to assess potential cybersecurity professionals. Through
this gamified approach, HR and IT departments can assess a candidate’s suitability
for cybersecurity roles.14 GCHQ, the British intelligence and security agency famous
for cracking the code for Enigma during World War II, launched a brain-teaser to
fill its open positions in security. The successful candidates were then asked to
participate in an online treasure hunt.15 Companies are incorporating Capture the
Flag (CTF) competitions— educational exercises that tackle computer security
problems in a series of real-world scenarios—into their recruiting process. Trend
Micro Inc., an IT security company has run a CTF competition for the past three
years to identify a pool of cybersecurity talent and invites the top competitors to
finals at their global headquarters in Japan.16
Getting this right can be very positive, as one current cybersecurity employee
expressed: “I had a fantastic candidate experience before and after joining my firm.
The recruiting process was awesome, with quick responses and updates from the
talent acquisition team.”
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Create a compelling story around
the current leadership and team
Organizations need to create a compelling story to attract cybersecurity talent,
particularly around the environment that they are potentially joining:

78%
Percentage of Cybersecurity
talent who prefer their peer
group to be digitally talented

• Hiring senior executives such as CISOs (Chief Information Security Officers) who
can bring new talent along with them. Over half (58%) of employers we surveyed
say they use anchor hiring— recruiting experts in an area to attract more talent
from that area—to attract digital talent. Employees want to join firms with
charismatic leaders. As Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney changed
the perception toward Canadians in the UK, influencing more people to join the
bank and transformed the bank’s culture.17
• Our survey showed that four out of every five employees prefer a digitally
talented peer group (see Figure 6). Our social media analysis also corroborates
this finding. Cybersecurity employees rank “a talented peer group” in the top
10 positive factors about why they join and stay with an organization. Providing
information in a job posting on the peer group that an employee can expect to
join can be a powerful influence.
• Organizations can build stories around their star employees, highlighting their
credentials and achievements thereby providing role models for interested
candidates looking to join the ranks.
Figure 6. Every four in five cybersecurity employees want to join a firm with a
peer group that is digitally talented
Percentage of employees who would like a digitally talented peer group
I prefer joining firms where my peer group would be digitally talented
Cybersecurity
talent

78%

All employees

57%

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230
cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.

Furthermore, an engaging story about why a cybersecurity professional should
join your company would appeal to millennials. According to Michel Cukier, of the
University of Maryland: “The millennial class makes decisions with their hearts.
Students want to know the companies they are signing on with. Making yourself
known to a student, what your company is about, what the work-life will look like
and making the process open, transparent, on a first-name basis… like a family. The
stronger the relationship with the company and the student, the more likely they are
to hire and keep those students.”
11

Turn your gaze inwards, as your next
cybersecurity talent might already
be working in your company
In the digital age, employees are anxious about their skills becoming quickly
redundant. Over a third of all employees—and close to half of cybersecurity
talent—believe their skill set will be redundant in the next four to five years (see
Figure 7).

Figure 7. Employees believe their skill set is or will be redundant

Percentage of employees believing their skill set is redundant now or
will be redundant

My skill
set is
redundant
now or
will be in
the next
1–2 years

39%

29%

My current
skill set
will be
redundant
in the next
4–5 years

47%

38%

Cybersecurity talent

All employees

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230
cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.
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In this environment, people are investing time in learning new skills. We found
that one in every two employees said they were investing their own resources
to develop digital skills. Organizations need to tap into those people who have
invested time in building their cybersecurity expertise and/or train other IT or
engineering professionals on security (e.g. training database administrators to
become security control engineers or improving the security skills of application
developers) to offset the lack of cybersecurity skills. To do so, organizations can:
• Create an inventory of the skills represented in their teams, including skills they
utilize in their personal lives that may be applicable to their work (e.g., coding)
and motivating employees to add new skills.
• Create a community of cross-functional professionals working in, or interested
in, cybersecurity within the organization. This builds and shares knowledge and
creates a pool of potential cybersecurity talent.
• “Re-purpose” employees from other IT or engineering specializations. Aflac’s
Global Chief Security Officer Tim Callahan suggests that employees like network
engineers understand the IT environment and could have an aptitude for
security.18
Keyaan Williams, President of the ISSA (Information Systems Security Association)
International Board of Directors says: “From my perspective, because compliance
is such an important business driver, organizations’ focus is on hiring security
professionals that are skilled in compliance and they often overlook the skills
necessary for a holistic security and risk management program. For example, a
security professional that understands risk management, business processes, and
knows how to communicate.” Companies can also consider non-security profiles to
complement technical professionals. Keyaan continues: “If I were running a security
program, I’d hire non-security professionals and integrate them into the security
team. For example, by hiring a technical writer or a marketing professional into the
security team, you get people that can communicate like business folks and have a
deeper background in soft skills that complements a team well versed with the legal
aspects. It’s hard to teach a highly skilled risk management and security professional
to be a good marketer, a good communicator, or a good writer. Technical
skills can be taught.”
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Priority Two: Improve the
retention of cybersecurity talent
As well as finding the right people, you also need to keep them. Based on our
research, we see four actions that are critical to retention:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Incentivize employees to upgrade their cybersecurity quotient.
Promote gender inclusion by changing the perception of the cybersecurity field.
Ensure Gen Y and Gen Z cybersecurity talent can visualize their career path.
Automate the mundane tasks to free up cybersecurity talent’s time to focus on
value-adding activities.

Figure 8. How to improve the retention of cybersecurity talent

Retention of cybersecurity talent

$

Incentivize employees to upgrade their cybersecurity quotient

Promote gender inclusion by changing the perception of the
cybersecurity field

Ensure Gen Y and Gen Z cybersecurity talent can visualize their
career path

Automate the mundane tasks to free up cybersecurity talent’s time
to focus on value-adding activities
Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute Analysis.
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Incentivize employees to upgrade
their cybersecurity quotient
More than eight out of 10 Gen X employees do not mind spending additional time
beyond office hours to learn new skills (see Figure 9). Our social media analysis also
reveals that cybersecurity employees value organizations that encourage training.
Education and learning rank at five in their list of reasons about why they stay with
an organization.

I think that everyone coming out with
a university degree should be exposed to
some computer science and basic
cybersecurity in the same way they
are exposed to Math or English.
It should be a part of general
education. Basic cybersecurity hygiene—
such as why strong passwords
are important—is very important for
the public to learn, especially since
we see so many attacks on unskilled users.”
Professor Jonathan Katz
University of Maryland

Dear kids: If you want a job in five
years, study computer science. If you
want a job forever, study
computer security.”19
Aaron Levie
CEO of Box
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Figure 9. Cybersecurity employees are keen on learning beyond
their office hours

Percentage of employees willing to spend time beyond office hours for learning

85%
82%

81%

73%

Gen Y and
Gen Z (18–36
years old)

Gen X
(37–52
years old)

Baby Boomers
(53–71
years old)

All
cybersecurity
talent

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230
cybersecurity talent employees.

In early 2017, AT&T took on a massive retraining initiative for 100,000 of its
employees. The aim is that by 2020 they will be prepared for the technological
advances that are disrupting the telecommunications industry. The program
puts a considerable onus on employees themselves, with the firm providing
reimbursement for relevant courses that they attend.20
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Promote gender inclusion by changing
the perception of the cybersecurity field
Studies show that women are underrepresented in cybersecurity.21 A root cause
for this underrepresentation might be attributed in part to education. As Keyaan
Williams of ISSA says, more needs to be done to increase female representation in
the cybersecurity field, such as promoting STEM education (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) among female students. “The lack of women in
cybersecurity goes well before you get to the profession. STEM program enrollment
for women is much lower than men. The beginning to the answer to the problem is
how to get more women interested in STEM early in elementary and middle school
and maintaining that interest in high school and college.”

A difficult work-life balance”

It is important for organizations to encourage and support female employees to join
the cybersecurity field and remain in the field to bridge the talent gap. Some ways
to go about this include:

One of the top five negative
factors cybersecurity
professionals say as the
reason they leave their
organization on social media

• Promoting cybersecurity as a career to young female students in elementary and
middle school
• Offering more internship programs targeted to female college students
• Providing mentors to female cybersecurity talent
• Highlighting the stories of female role models in cybersecurity on social media.
Another important factor is to ensure all cybersecurity employees, irrespective of
gender, have a flexible work-life balance. Flexible work arrangements have become
an important factor for employee satisfaction, helping reduce absenteeism,
increase productivity, and enhance employee engagement.22 Four out of every five
female and male cybersecurity employee we surveyed preferred organizations that
allow a flexible work-life balance (see Figure 10). “A difficult work-life balance” falls
in the top five negative factors cybersecurity professionals discuss on social media
about why they leave or are not satisfied with their organization.

Figure 10. Four out of every five female and male cybersecurity employees
prefer a flexible work-life balance
Percentage of employees preferring a flexible work-life balance
I prefer joining organizations that allow a flexible work-life balance
84%

Cybersecurity male talent

82%

Cybersecurity women talent

71%

All employees

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July
2017, N=230 cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.

Organizations can provide flexible work options in many ways, from flexible work
schedules to remote working.
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Ensure Gen Y and Gen Z cybersecurity
talent can visualize their career path
Cybersecurity talent value their career path more than other employees. The clear
majority (81%) of cybersecurity talent agree with the statement: “I prefer joining
organizations where I have a clear career development path” compared to 62% of
all respondents. The number is even higher (84%) for Gen Y and Gen Z cybersecurity
talent (see Figure 11). Lack of career progression is the top most negative factor
cited by cybersecurity professionals on social media about why they are not
satisfied with their current organization.
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Figure 11. Most Gen Y and Gen Z prefer a clear career development path
Percentage of employees preferring a clear career development path
I prefer joining organizations where I have a clear career development path
84%

Gen Y and Gen Z cybersecurity talent

81%

Cybersecurity talent

62%

All employees

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute survey, Digital Talent Gap; June–July 2017, N=230
cybersecurity talent employees; N=753 employees.

A current cybersecurity employee sums up the importance of a career path, saying:
“I feel that [my cybersecurity employer] truly values its employees from the top to
the bottom. I am in a junior role, but I always feel like my opinion matters and that
my voice is heard … I have a clear and defined career path and am given everything I
need to succeed.”
Organizations need to establish processes that provide clarity to its employees. Key
actions can include:
• Publishing the job requirements for all roles at all levels, thereby allowing
employees to self-evaluate themselves on whether they are eligible for
a promotion
• Providing regular feedback on the developmental areas that need to be
addressed to progress to the next level
• Creating a career map that details the experience needed for a top performer,
average performer, and a below-average performer to move to the highest level
in their function/department
• Introducing mobility programs to allow employees to move to other areas of the
organization that interest them.

Automate the mundane tasks to free
up cybersecurity talent’s time to
focus on value-adding activities
Automating security intelligence not only removes the boring aspects of the job,
but also frees up employees’ time.23 Mastercard, a global payments company,
acquired a software company that provides security and fraud protection services
through AI. This allows the firm to direct its cybersecurity staff to more
critical roles.24 Daqri, a company that makes augmented-reality glasses for
architecture and manufacturing, has only one cybersecurity employee in
its 300-strong organization. The firm has deployed machine-learning algorithms
that monitor feeds from over 1,200 of the company’s devices to help manage
security issues.25
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Conclusion
The implications of a cyber breach for organizations are potentially
devastating, from direct costs to reputational damage. But
organizations are struggling with a shortage of cybersecurity talent
and the problem is certainly not going away. By adopting acquisition,
training, and retention strategies that will appeal to cybersecurity
talent, organizations can take an important step in upgrading their cyber
protection for the current and emerging risks of our connected world.
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Research Methodology
We surveyed 753 employees and 501 executives at the director level or above at large companies with reported revenue of more
than USD 500 million for FY 2016 and more than 1,000 employees. The survey took place from June to July 2017, and covered
nine countries—France, Germany, India, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States and
seven industries—Automotive, Banking, Consumer Products, Insurance, Retail, Telecom, and Utilities. More detail is below.
Geography distribution—Employers and Employees

12%

12%

India

Germany

France

9%

9%

9%

Italy

9%

Spain

9%

Netherlands

12%

Sweden

United Kingdom

20%

United States

Industry distribution

15%
13%

15%

16%

16%

15%

15%

15%

15%

13%

12%

Automotive

14%

Banking

Consumer
Insurance
Retail
Products
Employer
Employee

Telecom

12%

13%

Utilities

Focus interviews
We conducted several interviews with recruiters from global firms, cybersecurity associations and academics. This helped us to
understand and to identify best practices to mitigate the cybersecurity talent gap.

Social media analysis
We analyzed the sentiments of around 8,400 current and former employees at 53 cybersecurity firms on social media. We
selected firms that operate primarily in the cybersecurity space covering (but not limited to) data security, cloud security, mobile
security, enterprise security, email security, and application security. All these organizations have a workforce of
at least 100 employees.
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Appendix
1.

We included eight soft digital skills in our research as shown below.

Soft Digital Skills

Definition

Change management

Helping an organization transform itself by focusing on organizational effectiveness,
improvement, and development

Collaboration

Processes that help multiple people or groups interact and share information to achieve
common goals

Comfort with ambiguity

Feeling comfortable and confident to act within an environment of uncertainty or
constant change and having higher risk tolerance

Customer-centricity

Committing to a top tier level of service to the customer and considering the customer
experience above all

Entrepreneurial mindset

State of mind that orientates human conduct towards entrepreneurial activities and
outcomes; drawn to opportunities, innovation, and new value creation and able to take
calculated risks and accept the realities of change and uncertainty

Data-driven decision making

Using data and insights to develop a theory, testing the theory in practice to determine its
validity, and making business decisions

Organizational dexterity

Flexibility to perform varied roles, actions, or activities with skill and grace and the ability
to transition between roles, actions, and activities quickly and effectively

Passion for learning

A deeply ingrained enthusiasm for seeking out and acquiring new information and
knowledge, often across a variety of fields and topics

2. We interviewed experts from global recruitment agencies specializing in cybersecurity, cybersecurity associations and
academics. Below is the list of experts quoted in the report.
Name

Title

Organization

Category

Jessa Gramenz

Director of
Communications

National Cybersecurity Student Association

Cybersecurity association

Jonathan Katz

Professor

University of Maryland

Academic

Kate Shannon

Managing Partner

Heidrick & Struggles

Recruiter

Keyaan Williams

President

Information Systems Security Association (ISSA)

Cybersecurity association

Michel Cukier

Director, Advanced
Cybersecurity Experience
for Students (ACES)

University of Maryland

Academic

Tuck Rickards

Managing Director

Russell Reynolds

Recruiter
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